BASIC STEPS . . .

• WHAT ARE YOUR FAMILY’S NEEDS? Seating, sleeping, storage, level of self-containment, etc. Cut out the furnishings that appeal to you.

• EXPERIMENT WITH DIFFERENT LAYOUTS. When a plan looks good, tape or paste the items to the floor plan.

• ELECTRICAL OUTLETS, LIGHTS, ETC. We will indicate our recommended locations when we receive your preliminary layout.

• QUESTIONS? Write questions and comments on, and around the plan.

• MAIL, FAX OR EMAIL A COPY TO SPORTSMOBILE. We will review your plan and price sheets, make suggestions and send back to you.

Design Your Own (DYO)?

• Cut and paste your furnishings here.

• DYO Online — See our web Design Studio.

• Need some ideas? See our website.
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- Cut and paste your furnishings here.
- DYO online — See our web Design Studio.
- Need some ideas? See our website.

**Conversion lengths**

- 140”
- 126”

**Start tall cabinets (min)**

**Start short cabinets (min)**